"The true definition of mental illness is when the majority of
your time is spent in the past or future, but rarely living in
the realism of NOW."
~ Shannon L. Alder
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MINDFULNESS
Present
"Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery,
today is a gift of God, which is why we call it the
present". ~ Bil Keane

Perspective
"Believe you can and you're halfway there".
~ Theodore Roosevelt

Peace
"It's not the load that breaks you down, it's the
way you carry it". ~ Lena Horne

"The only person you are destined to
become is the person you decide to be."
~ Ralph Waldo Emerson
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INVEST
Self-Care
Turn your face to the sun and the shadows fall
behind you". ~ Maori Proverb

Self-Development
"To be successful, you must decide exactly
what you want to accomplish, then resolve to
pay the price to get it". ~ Bunker Hunt

Success
Our deepest fear is not that we are
inadequate. Its that we are powerful beyond
measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that
most frightens us. We ask, ‘Who am I to be
brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?
Actually, who are you not to be?" ~ Marianne
Williamson

"Feel the fear. Do it anyway!"
~ Jillian Michaels
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COURAGE
Push
"I'd rather regret the risks that didn't
work out than the chances I didn't take
at all." ~ Simone Biles

Persevere
"Courage isn't having the strength to
go on - it is going on when you don't
have the strength." ~ Napoleon
Bonaparte

Pessimist
Be who you are and say what you
feel, because those who mind don t
matter and those who matter don t
mind." ~ Dr. Seuss

Be like the flower that gives fragrance even to the hand that
crushes it.
~ Ali Ibn Abi Talib
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RECOVERY
Catch It
"What you habitually think largely
determines what you will ultimately
become." ~ Bruce Lee

Check It
"Challenges are what make life
interesting and overcoming them is what
makes life meaningful." ~ Joshua J.
Marine

Correct It
"A mind that is stretched by a new
experience can never go back to its old
dimensions."~ Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.

"You don't have to be great to start, but
you have to start to be great."
~ Zig Ziglar
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ACTIONS
Clarity
"Don't underestimate the power of a mind
that is made up." ~ Miya Yamanouchi

Focus
"Today I do what others won't, so that
tomorrow I can accomplish what others
don't." ~ Jerry Rice

Execution
"Inaction breeds doubt and fear. Action
breeds confidence and courage." ~ Dale
Carnegie

